
A MODEST PROPOSAL FOR THE IMPROVEMENT 
OF TOROID NUCLEAR FUSION REACTORS

Torus shaped nuclear fusion reactors are considered the main sort of reactors for nuclear fusion in the future.
Yet, there are many shortcomings in their design and construction for now. 

The main problem seems to be the magnetic containment of nuclear fuel (i.e. Deuterium) and pack it densely
enough, so that the superheated Deuterium plasma stays together long enough a time to sustain fusion, 
whereas  it doesn't touch the reactor haul and destroys it. Conventionally, this is done by a magnetic field, 
which gradually builds up its intensity, so that the m. field induces electric currents in the plasma to heat it up 
and magnetize it, eventually compressing the plasma intensely in itself to sustain nuclear fusion. But, 
because of  limitations in the capability of magnetic coils around the reactor torus, the gradual m. field 
buildup cannot be sustained long enough to fire fusion. Before starting any fusion reaction big enough, that 
generates sufficient energy to operate the  reactor, we reach the limits of  magnetic coil structure and the 
magnetic field buildup, and eventually the magnetic field fades away. "Fusion reactors tend to disintegrate 
themselves up, before they start fusion" is a famous saying among nuclear technicians and engineers. 

There lies my proposal of  improvement: In the torus model here, we use a stable magnetic field, running 
along the torus in circle (vertical to the toroid cross section), that is strong enough to compress the plasma. I 
think, it is  easier to generate and sustain a stable magnetic field, than an alternating ( i.e. gradually building) 
one, esp. by using superconducting coils. 

The nuclear fuel inside the torus is ionized by any conventional method (like radio frequency electromagnetic
waves, or heating up, etc.). Then, fans with blades parallel to the cross sectional axis of the torus set the fuel
plasma in motion, in form of a vortex around the toroid cross sectional centerpoint (see image 2).  According 
to the "right hand rule" of magnetism, if you turn "+ charged" particles counterclockwise in a stable magnetic 
field, that runs vertically through the toroid cross section (away of the reader!), the particles are drawn to the 
center. 

The more intense the  magnetic field, or the higher the rotational speed, the stronger particles are drawn to 
the cross sectional center. That means, the fuel plasma is compressed, gets superheated and preserves its 
state long time enough to fire nuclear fusion. 

image1: schematic view of a toroid fusion reactor (cross section in dotted
square) 



image 2: cross section of torus

An important matter in fusion reactors is the Lawson criteria (input energy  = output energy). Electrical 
energy to power the magnetic coils may be a problem disturbing the reactor's energy economy (input E > 
output E). But conventional superconductor technology (utilized in maglev trains today) ) may easily push 
down energy needed to power the coils. Thus, reactors with net energy gain may be constructed and put to 
commercial use. 

Another problem may be this: When the fuel plasma gets compressed and superheated, it also loses contact
with the rotating fan blades. You cannot put blades, that reach to the cross sectional center, where the hot 
plasma is, to solve this problem, because the blades would evaporate! (because of millions of grade C of 
heat in the plasma!). So the plasma vortex stops and the magnetic centripetal force vanishes, plasma gets 
decompressed and cools down, eventually fusion stops!

I don't think this will happen, because of this: The magnetic field pushing the "+ charged" particles to the 
center, also polarizes the rotating fan blades (that are made of electrically conducting metal, move in the 
magnetic field and thereby getting induced by it!): The inner blade edges will be charged positive, the outer 
ones (sweeping the reactor haul) negative. The inner + charged blade edges, without touching the + charged
plasma ions, will push them  to go ahead turning in vortex (because + charges expel each other). (see image
2). 

Throughout my research and reading as a layman in that branch of science and technology, I haven't 
encountered a reactor type similar to the one proposed here. This model is not researched, not 
experimented, and even not criticized, to my knowledge (If I'm wrong, so please let me know). 

I hope, this model proposal of a nuclear fusion reactor is not pushed aside, because it comes from a layman,
who is not professionally  interested in the matter.  It comes from a person of concern, who wants to 
contribute in mankind's quest for clean and abundant energy. 

Sincerely
Dr. A. Altay Unaltay 


